Tenses Exercise

Fill in the blanks with an appropriate tense form.

1. My father ............................... for a brisk walk every evening.

   is going

   goes

   has gone

2. We …………………………….. for Singapore tomorrow.

   leave

   are leaving

   will leave

3. I ............................... all of my problems.
solved

have solved

had solved

4. I ......................... to post the letter yesterday.

have forgotten

forgot

had forgotten

5. He ......................... his breakfast when I visited him.

had

has
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6. I ……………………… him before.
   never saw
   have never seen
   had never seen

7. I ……………………… the problem with the minister last week.
   have discussed
   discussed
   had discussed

8. He said that he ……………………… the next
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day.

will come

would come

come


posted

was posted

had posted

10. The teacher ....................... the boy for misbehaving in the class.

reprimanded

reprimands
11. If you like this book, you ………………… take it.

- could
- can
- will

12. He ……………………….. president.

- elected
- has elected
- was elected
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Answers

1. My father goes for a brisk walk every evening.

2. We are leaving for Singapore tomorrow.

3. I have solved all of my problems.

4. I forgot to post the letter yesterday.

5. He was having his breakfast when I visited him.

6. I have never seen him before.

7. I discussed the problem with the minister last week.

8. He said that he would come next day.

9. The letter was posted yesterday.

10. The teacher reprimanded the boy for misbehaving in the class.

11. If you like this book, you can take it.

12. He was elected president.